Year 6 remote learning – Term 3 Day 15
Comprehension – 45 minutes

Answer the questions below.

Maths – 30 to 45 minutes
Practising our times tables is one of the most important things in maths.
Complete these tables to test your knowledge. Maybe you could time yourself
to see how quickly you can complete it.
Try doing each of them in order:
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Now see if you can do them mixed up:
X
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Main task: Division
We will now recap short division. If you require some guidance, watch the video
below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwD1vIX7A_0
Challenge

Spelling – 20 minutes
Find the Year 6 spellings for this week on our class webpage.
Today, you are going to write an acrostic poem using one of your spellings.
An acrostic poem uses each letter of the spelling to begin each line.
For example, if the spelling was ‘balloon’, your poem might be:
Ball of air
Attached to a string
Light as a feather
Loud when it pops
Orange, green or red
Or maybe blue
Not easy to tie knots!
Choose a spelling to try this for! Feel free to do so for as many of them as you
want!

Reading – 30 minutes
Enjoy spending half an hour doing some reading. You could read to yourself or
to somebody else, or perhaps a mixture of both!
Try to read a range of different texts, see what you can find in your house.
Some ideas include:
-

Chapter books
Factual texts
Poems
Magazines
Recipe books

Illustrations 30-45 minutes
We are all wonderful writers and it is lovely to be able to complement your writing
with pictures. Today, we will be creating our own illustrations and thinking
carefully about character design. It is important to think about your character’s
stand out features. What is important to your story? How do you want them to
look?
It is also crucial to think about your character’s facial expressions. Are they
menacing and plotting something evil? Or are they kind and considerate?
Below are some videos from illustrators who guide you through some examples.
With the guidance of an adult, you can access the videos below to assist your
drawing.
Cartoon character design for beginners.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61qUZgdH-aI
Draw with Jim Field. He is the illustrator of some of our favourite books such
as Oi Frog and The Koala Who Could. He takes you through
https://www.jimfield.me/draw

Challenge: Spend some time designing your own character. If you have written a
story recently, maybe use one of your characters as a starting point.

